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Abstract— The modern microwave personnel screening systems use either mechanical scanning
by a linear array to form synthetic aperture, or electronic switching of the antennas distributed
over a surface in a form of a screen or portal. The microwave part of a screening system with
mechanical scanning is simpler than that of with electronic switching due to the lesser number of
channels. All the modern microwave screening systems have a bulky form factor, which is either
a portal or a screen. This paper describes a new architecture of the microwave screening system
in which the natural motion of a subject in the vicinity of a linear antenna array is used to form
synthetic aperture. Such an architecture allows building a system in the smallest possible form-
factor and the minimal number of antennas with the capability to screen people on the move.
In this paper, the experimental data are obtained by the setup consisting of a vector network
analyzer and mechanical linear actuators used to move the antennas in the sampling positions.
An RGB-D video sensor captures the depth map of the scene, which is later used to coherently
process radar data. A mannequin serves as the target and is moved by an additional linear drive
to run the imitation experiments following the stop motion technique. The signal processing
algorithm is outlined and accompanied by the radar images of concealed objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern microwave personnel screening systems use synthetic aperture to obtain a detailed radar
image of a subject. The synthetic aperture is formed by: combining mechanical and electronic
scanning as in the system L-3 ProVision [1], complete electronic scanning as in Eqo by Smiths
Detection [2] or QPASS by Rohde&Schwarz [3]. In spite of fast electronic scanning in the latter
systems their throughput can not exceed that of ProVision because the subject must rotate to
produce multi-view radar images. The microwave screening system easyCheck by Camero [4] is
implemented as a pass-through portal with its walls hosting antennas. The system gets multi-view
radar images as the subjects walks through the portal. All microwave screening systems have a
bulky form-factor. The screening systems with electronic scanning generate large data streams
from a multitude of channels and require a powerfull data processor, which consumes the large
portion of the power with its absolute value of the order of 1 kilowatt.

In this paper the microwave screening system of not conventional architecture is considered. In
this system, the aperture is formed by natural motion of the subject who walks in the vicinity of
a vertically oriented antenna array. This system is equipped with an RGB-D video sensor that
captures the subject in three-dimensions and whose data output is used to process the radar signal
coherently.

Among the prospective advantages of such a screening system are the following. The highest
possible throughput is achieved because the subject is screened as he or she moves. The footprint of
the system is minimal because it needs to host stationary vertically oriented linear antenna arrays.
The cost value of the considered system is small in comparison to the existing systems due to
the minimum number of required RF-channels whose multitude defines the high cost value of the
latter. The generated radar data stream is small and the requirements to the computing power of
the radar data processor are substantially weaker than in the existing screening systems. It is due
to the fact that the data generated by a smaller number of RF-channels can be processed during
the time the subjects walks the total distance around 3 meters, halfway approaching the antenna
arrays and halfway moving away from them [5].

The distinctive part of the screening system of interest is the presence of an RGB-D video sensor
capable of capturing the sounding scene with sufficient framerate and resolution both in plan view
and in depth. The data obtained by the RGB-D sensor or any equivalent device, such as a lidar or
stereo-vision based system, are used to track the subject in three-dimensions as he or she walks in
the vicinity of the antenna arrays. The data of the RGB-D sensor allow coherent processing of the
radar data, resulting in radar images of the body surface.
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In this paper the authors continue their previous work that was published in [6, 5, 7, 8, 9] by
evaluating a potential performance and characteristics of such a system using a created experimental
setup and a special experimental technique.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The diagram and photo of the setup are shown in Fig. 1. The setup consists of a vector network
analyzer (VNA), one or two linear drives to move antennas, an RGB-D video sensor, a microcon-
troller unit (MCU), and another linear drive to move the target. The transmit and receive antennas
are connected to the VNA with flexible feeders. The photo in Fig. 1 shows only one linear drive
that moves both transmit and receive antennas simultaneously. All components of the setup are
controlled by a personal computer with the help of MCU that run custom user and embedded
software respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Experimental setup: (a) diagram, (b) photo.

The data acquisition with the setup starts with defining the desired sampling intervals for all
linear drives and their travel distances. The travel distance and the sampling interval of the transmit
and receive antennas define the extent of the simulated linear antenna array and the pitch of the
antennas respectively. The travel distance of the linear drive that moves the target defines the
extent of the inverse synthetic aperture used in calculating the radar image. The sampling interval
of the latter linear drive is relevant to the speed of the target and the frame rate of the radar signal
in the prospective microwave screening system of this type. Upon defining the parameters of the
experiment, the process runs automatically resulting in a collection of radar data frames obtained by
mechanical scanning and a series of depth maps of the scene captured by the RGB-D video sensor.
The implemented experimental technique allows obtaining radar data frames corresponding to an
arbitrary linear antenna array, including a MIMO antenna array when the second linear drive is
used to move the receive antenna independently from the transmit antenna as shown in diagram in
Fig. 1. The hardware and software components of this setup were previously described in details
in [9].

3. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

The setup can acquire radar data samples corresponding to either mono-static or multi-static linear
antenna arrays when two linear drives are used to move independently the transmit and receive
antennas. In the experiments presented here, both antennas were mounted on the same linear
drive module, imitating a mono-static linear antenna array. The experiment starts after setting
the following parameters of data acquisition: Ntr — the number of transceivers in the simulated
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linear antenna array, or the number of data samples to be acquired at equidistant intervals dtr;
Ntg — the number of target sampling points, or the number of static target positions separated
by intervals dtg for which radar samples will be acquired; f1 — the start frequency of the sweep;
f2 — the stop frequency of the sweep; Nf — the number of discrete frequencies in the frequency
sweep interval. The set of complex values of S21-parameters acquired at the sampling positions for
the defined discrete frequencies builds up a radar data frame. During the experiment a radar data
frame is acquired and stored for each static position of the incrementally moving target along with
an infrared image and a depth map provided by the RGB-D video sensor. An example of depth
map and IR-images is shown in Fig. 2. Such a pair of images is obtained and stored for each target
position to be processed jointly with the radar frames.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: RGB-D sensor data: (a) depth map, (b) infra-red image.

The raw radar data obtained during the whole experiment at 15 GHz out of 41 total frequencies
in the frequency range of 12–20 GHz are shown in Fig. 3. Each row of the images contains the
radar signal obtained from the same sampling position on the scan line, while each column contains
the radar signal samples obtained in all sampling positions along a scan line for a single position
of the target. The images shown in Fig. 3 have 201 rows and 201 columns, which is equivalent
to 201 samples along the trajectory of the mannequin and 201 sampling positions along each scan
line. The changes in the spatial frequencies of the quadrature components observed in these images
evidence that on the right side of the images the mannequin was closer to the radar system.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Radar data samples at 15 GHz: (a) in-phase component, (b) quadrature component, (c) amplitude.

The radar samples were obtained when the mannequin was moved from left to right and ap-
proaching the radar system, traveling the total distance of 1 meter (the horizontal synthetic aper-
ture) with 201 stops at the intervals of 0.5 cm. The radar signal sampling interval was equal to
0.5 cm along 1 m of the vertical synthetic aperture. The z -distance from the video sensor to the
mannequin during the experiment was maximum 1.5 m at the start and minimum 1.1 m at the
end.
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Before using jointly with the radar data the video frames and depth maps were processed
according to the following procedure. On the first IR-image of the video sequence the mannequin
was segmented against the background and a number of distinctive points was extracted on the
basis of intensity, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The first frame was also chosen to capture the 3D-shape
of the mannequin as a point cloud shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows the concealed pistol behind
a leather belt with a metal buckle. The mannequin was tracked from frame to frame on the basis
of the distinctive points and the discovered correspondence between these points and its shape
given as a point cloud. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the distinctive points in frame #100 and #200,
respectively. By tracking a sparse set of distinctive points the trajectory of each point in the point
cloud representation of the mannequin is known. It later turns into a “moving focusing point cloud”
for processing the radar data.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Mannequin tracking: (a) frame #1, (b) frame #100, (c) frame #200.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Mannequin with a concealed pistol: (a) depth map, (b) photo.

The radar image was calculated using the reciprocal projection method [10], modified for the
moving focusing points which approximate the surface of the mannequin. Here, for each moving
point with index j on the mannequin the ambiguity function Qj was calculated according to

Qj =

Nf∑
m=1

Ntr∑
l=1

Ntg∑
k=1

Ek,l,fexp

(
i
4πfm
c
|~rl − ~rj,k|

)
. (1)
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Equation (1) has the following notation: k — frame index, l — sampling point index, m — fre-
quency index, E — complex radar signal samples, Ntg — total number of frames (number of target
positions), Ntr — total number of sampling points along the scan line, Nf — the total number of
frequencies, f — frequency, ~rl — coordinate vector of sampling point l, ~rj,k — coordinate vector
of node j in frame k, c — the speed of light.

In Equation 1 index j changes from 1 to Nj , the total number of points in the presentation of
the mannequin. In the experiment shown here the total number of points was around 3×104.

Ultimately, the radar image is obtained by projecting the distribution of Q calculated for every
point in the point cloud representation of the mannequin to a desired plane.

The resulting radar images obtained for the previously described experiment are shown in Fig. 6.
The radar image in Fig. 6(a) was obtained using only one frequency (15 GHz), while the radar
image in Fig. 6(b) was obtained by processing the signal at all 41 frequencies in the frequency
range of 12–20 GHz. As it is seen from comparing the radar images in Fig. 6 the contrast of the
pistol is greater in the multifrequency radar image. The buckle of the leather belt is also visible
over the pistol.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Radar image of the mannequin with the concealed object: (a) at the single frequency of 15 GHz,
(b) at 41 frequencies in the range of 12–20 GHz.

Since the setup uses mechanical scanning, a single experiment takes from 1 to 3 hours, depending
on the programmed sampling intervals and the number of sampling points for the antenna and the
mannequin.

4. CONCLUSION

The described setup and experimental technique showed the possibility of reconstructing the radar
image of a moving object using its trajectory in space to form a synthetic aperture. In the experi-
ment described here the mannequin moved as a rigid body without limb animation, which will take
place in the case with a human. The microwave screening system based on the described princi-
ple will require a more advanced video tracking algorithm. The body capturing without artificial
markers is a distinctive topic of research in the modern computer vision and applying one of the
existing techniques could successfully solve the problem of tracking the subject.

With the presented results it was confirmed that the radar part of the microwave screening
system can be significantly simplified in comparison to the systems employing two-dimensional
antenna arrays and fast electronic scanning. Linear antenna arrays could be placed at both sides
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of a walking person, and, equipped with a video tracker, are sufficient to obtain a radar image of
the concealed object.

The considered architecture of the microwave screening system seems promising for further
development as it has more superior technical specifications compared to the existing architectures.
Among the most important superior qualities are: increased throughput, smaller outer dimensions,
manufacturing cost, and power consumption.
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